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ABSTRACT

Endoscopy is frequently used in the diagnosis of several gastro-intestinal pathologies as Crohn disease, ulcerative colitis
or colorectal cancer. It has great potential as a non-invasive screening technique capable of detecting suspicious
alterations in the intestinal mucosa, such as inflammatory processes. However, these early lesions usually cannot be
detected with conventional endoscopes, due to lack of cellular detail and the absence of specific markers. Due to this
lack of specificity, the development of new endoscopy technologies, which are able to show microscopic changes in the
mucosa structure, are necessary. We here present a confocal endomicroscope, which in combination with a wide field
fluorescence endoscope offers fast and specific macroscopic information through the use of activatable probes and a
detailed analysis at cellular level of the possible altered tissue areas. This multi-modal and multi-scale imaging module,
compatible with commercial endoscopes, combines near-infrared fluorescence (NIRF) measurements (enabling specific
imaging of markers of disease and prognosis) and confocal endomicroscopy making use of a fiber bundle, providing a
cellular level resolution. The system will be used in animal models exhibiting gastro-intestinal diseases in order to
analyze the use of potential diagnostic markers in colorectal cancer. In this work, we present in detail the set-up design
and the software implementation in order to obtain simultaneous RGB/NIRF measurements and short confocal scanning
times.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Endoscopy is used in the diagnosis of gastrointestinal conditions such as inflammatory bowel disease, Crohn's disease,
ulcerative colitis or colorectal cancer, and there are a great number of different endoscopy systems with its corresponding
applications [1, 2, 3]. Diagnostic endoscopy is also usually accompanied by the collection of biopsies which are then
analyzed by standard histological techniques. Endoscopy also has great potential as a technique for early detection of
alterations in the intestinal mucosa, which can then lead to chronic inflammatory processes or neoplasms. Early detection
allows early onset of specific treatment and the possibility of reducing the severity of the possible complications of the
disease. However, such early lesions are not usually detected with conventional endoscopes. The main reason is the lack
of cellular detail offered by these endoscopes and lack of markers with specific contrast. The latest advances in
endoscopy, mainly video-endoscopy, high resolution endoscopy, and narrow band imaging, attempt to improve this
situation, but are still far from providing the specificity and resolution required, and are not suitable for the study of
molecular markers. Therefore, it is essential to develop more advanced endoscopic technologies that enable observation
of gastrointestinal epithelium with higher resolution, making obvious microscopic changes in the structure of the
mucosa, which would otherwise go undetected with conventional endoscopic techniques. Such is the case of confocal
endomicroscopy, which potentially offers the possibility of a histological analysis in vivo and in situ, thereby enabling
rapid diagnosis also can result in immediate intervention by the physician.
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Nowadays video-endoscopy is the most used technique to detect and aid in the diagnosis of gastrointestinal diseases.
This detection is based primarily on interpreting images in color (RGB) provided by the video. The diagnosis thus is
based on pigmentation changes in the geometry or the displayed area. Due to the low specificity of these techniques,
three main improvements to the modern endoscope have been developed recently. The first one makes use of
narrowband measurements (Narrow Band Imaging, NBI) consisting of selected ranges of the visible spectrum to increase
the contrast [4]. Using multiple bands can increase the contrast of capillaries, and local application of dyes may be used
for better imaging of cellular structures. Even though this technique is very recent, it is already being implemented in
some clinical endoscopes.
Another recent advantage which will have a significant impact in endoscopy and its application in the clinic is the use of
near-infrared fluorescence (NIRF) probes. These probes are still in pre-clinical development, where its potential has been
demonstrated in animal models, particularly in murine models. It consist on the use fluorophores in the range of near
infrared (Near Infrared Fluorescence, NIRF), coupled to specific antibodies or designed so that they are activatable, i.e.
they remain in a quenched mode and emits fluorescence only in the presence of a specific molecular event, typically the
presence of a specific enzyme [5, 6, 7]. These fluorescence measurements can be combined with both RGB videoscopic
measures in real time and narrow band imaging (NBI) measurements, exponentially increasing the specificity of the
technique.
Finally, an approach which may increase the low resolution exhibited by macroscopic measurements, is the use of
confocal endomicroscopy. One of the latest developments in endoscopy has been the use of a bundle of thousands of
fibers (between 10.000 and 150.000 in clinical applications) that are illuminated individually detecting the fluorescence
emitted by each of these fibers sequentially, acting in effect as a confocal microscope. The small diameter of these fiber
bundles allows its implementation through the working channel of a conventional endoscope (about 1mm in diameter),
adding microscopic cellular resolution measurements to the diagnostic endoscopy, in what is termed an "optical biopsy"
[3]. Thus, the usefulness of the confocal endomicroscopy in early detection of tumors or structural alterations of the
gastrointestinal mucosa has been demonstrated in several studies that were analyzed cases of Barrett's esophagus [8, 9],
ulcerative colitis [10, 11] colorectal cancer [12, 13] or celiac disease [14].
However, the use of confocal endomicroscopy requires the use of contrast agents to provide a fluorescence signal, and
one of its main disadvantages is the enormous amount of time which would require the study of large tissue areas.
Currently, and pending on new contrast agent approvals for use in the clinic, there are some agents that can be
administered in humans and provide fluorescence signal. These agents for clinical use allow observing tissue structures
(Fluorescein), vascularization (Indocyanine Green) or even cell nuclei (Acriflavine).
Unfortunately, many of these developments today only apply in preclinical studies and some of them are in very early
stages of development. The development of specific fluorescent markers emission spectrum in the near infrared (NIRF)
has been a breakthrough in optical imaging in general and their possible application in biomedical research and clinical
[5, 7]. A particularly interesting type of fluorescent probes are molecules designed such that fluorescence is emitted only
in the presence of a specific enzyme activity (as cathepsins or extracellular matrix metalloproteases). These agents,
which have to be used in pre-clinical over 12 years research, are currently in the final stages of its assessment as agents
for detection and diagnosis in humans. While the use of this type of fluorescent agents would represent a powerful new
diagnostic tool, the fact is that few clinical current imaging techniques allow the detection of these markers.

2. OBJECTIVES
Anticipating the use of these markers in the clinic, a new generation of endoscopes that incorporate NIRF imaging
capabilities is needed. The combination of a confocal endomicroscope with a fluorescence endoscope could provide the
possibility of obtaining rapid and specific macroscopic information (through the use of fluorescent contrast agents), and a
detailed analysis at the cellular level of the areas identified as potential injury.
Our objective is to design and implement and endoscope which is capable of taking video-rate images of both RGB
and/or Narrow Band Imaging, combined with Near Infrared Fluorescence Imaging simultaneously. Additional to these
macroscopic images, thorough the working channel of the endoscope we wan to introduce a fiber bundle coupled to the a
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scanning confocal unit, in order to provide confocal endomicroscopy information. Several problems will arise when
implementing such a system, in particular: a) exposure times for the white light (RGB) images and the near infrared
fluorescence images are different, but their data must be represented simultaneously; b) the confocal scanning unit must
employ the least possible time to produce an image, in order to obtain crisp results and reduce the presence of unwanted
movement; c) data must be stored in a fast and efficient manner, generating extremely large datasets in order to provide
quantitative information. A schematic representation of our proposed design is shown in Figure 1, where they are
depicted the macroscopic imaging unit with dual cameras and the confocal scanning unit entering through the working
channel of an endoscope.
The main objective of our work is to develop this multi-scale system combining two modules compatible with
conventional endoscopes; this assembly will allow the observation at cellular resolution of specific areas of interest
through a fiber bundle and additionally macroscopic observation, and it be able to turn into advantage the potential NIRF
fluorescent agents. The system will be developed and tested in animal models in the preclinical phase, identifying in the
process which molecular markers provide greater contrast and significantly improve the sensitivity and specificity of
diagnosis. In what follows we will detail the assembly of both modules and the design that controls the system, filters,
pre-process the data and displays the images in real-time and offer the possibility of change the important parameters in
order to obtain a wide range of operation modes. In addition a RGB/NIRF 3D image of the mouse intestine will be
constructed.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The multi-modal and multi-scale system is composed of two independent modules: a dual camera and dual excitation
system for macroscopic imaging and a scanning endomicroscope, that work together in order to obtain both macroscopic
and microscopic fluorescence images. Both modules are coupled to a conventional endoscope. Finally all these
components are controlled through a custom software developed in Labview.
3.1 Wide field module assembly
The wide field NIRF Module (shown in figure 1) consist on a commercial endoscope (Hopkins II 0º 1.9mm Telescope,
Karl Storz, Tuttlingen, Germany), which carries the image from the sample to the cameras. Two dichroic mirrors are
used, one for combining the RGB and NIRF illumination and the other for splitting both images into the cameras
(Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ, USA). The images are projected onto the cameras through a lens (AC254-075,
Thorlabs Inc, Delaware, USA) maximizing the coverage of the CMOS sensor (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA) so that one
camera is capturing the visible field and the other camera the fluorescence emitted by the contrast agent. The cameras
(Manta G-145 Color and Manta G-145 NIR, Allied Vision technologies, Stadtroda, Germany) are working at 30 fps
video rate so it is a real-time acquisition. The illumination consist on a broadband halogen lamp (OSL2, Thorlabs,
Newton, NJ, USA) properly coupled to the endoscope and a laser for the excitation of the fluorophores. It is worth
mentioning that a set-up without the laser illumination could be assembled by placing the appropriate excitation shortpass filter on the halogen illuminator, so it will be illuminating the sample with white light and exciting the fluorophores
through a specific excitation filter. The endoscope is carrying both illumination from the lamp to the sample and the
images from the sample to the cameras simultaneously. All the optical components were assembled and mounted on
portable optical breadboards using conventional optomechanics (Thorlabs, Delaware, USA).
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Figure 1: Scheme of the wide field NIRF/Confocal endomicroscopy system

3.2

Confocal endomicroscopy module assembly

The Confocal module (Figure 2) is based on the principles of confocal microscopy, but with the particularity that now
the main element is a fiber bundle (FIGH-30-850N, Fujikura, Kōtō, TKY, Japan). A laser diode module (CPS520,
Thorlabs Inc, Delaware, USA) is used to illuminate the sample, making use of 2D galvanometer mirrors (GVS012,
Thorlabs Inc, Delaware, USA) to scan the fiber bundle (30.000 fibers), which carries the illumination to the sample and
collects the fluorescence back to the photodiode (APD130A2, Thorlabs Inc, Delaware, USA). After the mirrors, a scan
lens (LSM02, Thorlabs Inc, Delaware, USA), a relay lens (AC254-030, Thorlabs Inc, Delaware, USA) and an objective
(Plan Apochromat 10X, Motic, Weztlar, Germany) are used. This lens system will focus the laser on each individual
fiber so that the galvo scanning illuminates each fiber independently. A dichroic mirror and an emission filter (Edmund
optics, Newport, NJ, USA) are also used in order to receive only fluorescence light on the photodiode. The fluorescence
light is focused onto a pinhole (P25S, Thorlabs Inc, Delaware, USA) which will block all the light that is not coming
from the illuminated fiber, avoiding fluorescence signal coming from other points of the tissue and increasing the system
resolution. The light exiting the pinhole is finally collected by the avalanche photodiode. All the optical components
were assembled using a 30mm cage assembly optomechanics (Thorlabs, Delaware, USA). The resolution of the system
is limited by the core-to-core distance of the fiber bundle, which in this case is 4.5µm, while the field of view is limited
to the bundle diameter (1 mm).
The endoscope examination sheath (STZ 61029D, Karl Storz, Tuttlingen, Germany) admits the Hopkins optic endoscope
and also has a work channel of 1mm ⌀ for the fiber bundle, so both macroscopic and microscopic images can be acquired
at the same time and the position of the fiber bundle can be monitored from the wide field image.
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Figure 2: Scheme of the confocal scanning endomocroscopy module

3.3

Software

The software implemented for both modules of the system has been developed with Labview (National Instruments,
Austin, TX, USA), and includes a user-friendly, performing all the tasks related with hardware control and data
acquisition (see Figure 3), processing and displaying images, and enabling the user to record and save them
automatically. All the relevant parameters can be changed for different acquisition modes (fast-scan or point by point
raster scan, step size, etc).
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Figure 3: Diagram of the software components
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The first part of the software applies to the wide field endoscope. It is simpler than the Confocal unit control, consisting
on the acquisition of both NIRF and RGB images delivered by the cameras, its filtering and processing for its final
combination so that the visible and near infrared fluorescence images are displayed overlayed on the same image. In
addition, this module controls the motor for specimen positioning and the collection of multiple images at a given rate
for data post-processing.
The second part of the software is dedicated to the confocal module. Here the most challenging part is the scanning
method of the mirrors and its synchronization with the photodiode measurements, since this will determine the important
parameters of the system as time rate of acquisition, resolution and field of view. The Data Acquisition Card (DAQ) (NI
6009, National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) which communicates with the three devices and the PC lag time
determine the time required to obtain a full scan.
The software permits to acquire images in different conditions in order to operate in coordination with the sample
requirements and three scanning methods: manual, fast and slow (this last two will be analyzed on the results section).
3.4 Sample positioning
In order to obtain accurate information on the location of the endoscope, the specimen is mounted onto a micrometer
precision motor (TL-S Series Motorized Linear Stage, Zaber Technologies Inc, Vancouver, Canada) (as shown in figure
4) in order to control the penetration of the endoscope and observe different regions of the intestine so a detailed exam of
each region can be done. Note that for each of these regions images of both NIRF and RGB data are obtained and
stored for post-processing.

Confocal scanning

module
Figure 4: Experimental set up for endoscopy in mouse and rat models.

4. RESULTS
A 30fps video rate wide field image which combines RGB and NIRF is displayed by the software (Figure 5), allowing
the detection and mapping of the desired regions of tissue. This is a fast and superficial exam that will inform about
possible lesions for the subsequent detailed examination with the microscopic module for higher resolution -local
imaging of the region of interest.
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Two scanning methods have been studied in order to obtain a high-resolution image and a fast rate of acquisition (Figure
6). As in all imaging scenarios, there is a compromise between the field of view, the resolution and the acquisition time.
However, since our endoscope includes the macroscopic module that offers a wide field image, the scanning FOV can be
reduced and the selection of the area measured is done by placing the fiber in contact with the tissue while monitoring
this from the cameras. With respect to the FOV of our fiber, the FOV is given by the fiber bundle diameter (1mm in our
case), so several hundreds of cells can be imaged.
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1951 target acquired with the slow scan.
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The first method is a slow scan, which consists on moving the galvanometer mirrors to a certain position and then taking
a measurement with the photodiode. This process is time consuming and not practical for generating a high-resolution
image, but the error in the position of the mirrors and the synchronization with the photodiode is minimum (see Table 1).
The second method is a fast scan, which moves the mirrors scanning a squared area of 1mm 2 independently of the
photodiode measurements. In this case the position of the galvanometer mirrors needs to be known accurately when the
photodiode triggers is needed. Once the intensity values and their corresponding coordinates are known and stored, the
image can be constructed by applying a scattered data interpolation based on Delaunay triangulation It is worth
mentioning that the acquisition rate is an extremely important parameter for in-vivo cellular resolution imaging, due to
displacement due to breathing and inherent cell motility.
Table 1: comparison between fast and slow scanning and its characteristic parameters

Scanning type

FOV
2

1 mm
Fast Scan
1 mm

2

1 mm

2

Slow Scan
1 mm

2

Resolution

Points

Time

3 µm

400x400

6s

4 µm

300x300

5s

8 µm

150x150

3s

12 µm

100x100

2s

3 µm

400x400

100 s

4 µm

300x300

60 s

8 µm

150x150

15 s

12 µm

100x100

10 s

5. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
A multi-scale high-resolution endoscopy system and its software have been developed, and its speed characterized in
order to optimize the results for in-vivo imaging. Our system is currently capable of combining Near Infrared Images and
RGB images, together with high resolution endomicroscopy images. The next step is to apply this setup to in-vivo
imaging of animal models, in particular gastro intestinal intestine diseases in murine models will be carried out at both
macroscopic and microscopic scales, using the endoscope for both macro- and microscopic imaging.
Further improvements of the imaging system in order to improve the resolution of the microscopy images include the use
of a more powerful laser (for collimation and beam shaping) with a lower M2 factor. To reduce the acquisition time a
higher speed DAQ card could be used. Additionally, new scanning procedures are under evaluation.
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